Economic Structure in Appalachia’s Urban Regions
How-to Use Resource Guide
This report provides information about the industrial make-up of micro- and metropolitan areas wholly
within the Appalachian Region. While the findings are not designed to be prescriptive—i.e., support x and y
industries and growth will follow—they can be used in support of planning and development efforts. Some
broad questions this research seeks to answer—for each micro and metro area within the Region—are as
follows:
•
•
•
•

Which industries are dominant? Which are growing, and which are declining?
Is the industrial base more or less specialized than other micro and metro areas in the Region?
How well are the area’s anchor industries supported by other industries within the same area?
In which industries could further development help support the area’s anchor industries?

Local conditions and context—numerous and wide-ranging and not captured here—will ultimately
determine whether these resources can be applied successfully to a given region, but these findings will
nevertheless be useful in terms of thinking through and even justifying targeted economic development
efforts. Given the complexity of the underlying research, this how-to document was created to aid readers
in both (1) understanding its findings, and (2) quickly navigating to the information most relevant to them.

Where do I go to find information about data sources and methodology?
If you’d like to learn more about the details of this research, including the mathematical formulas and a
complete list of all 17 clusters and 181 industries included in the analysis, please check out the main report,
linked below. Also included in the main report is an appendix with high-level statistics for each of the micro
and metro areas in Appalachia, which allows for quick comparison across the 120 study regions.

Where do I go to find information about my micro or metro area?
Due to the number of micro and metro areas within the Region (120), area-specific findings are broken up
into four documents, linked below, organized alphabetically by the name of the micro or metro area.
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What information is most useful to me once I navigate to my micro or metro area?
That depends! As noted earlier, how relevant and meaningful these findings are will depend on local
conditions and context. To illustrate how someone might best work through and process the available
information for each micro- and metropolitan area, consider the following example of the Cumberland,
MD-WV metropolitan area, which begins on page 46 of the second supplement document.
The Study Area Overview contains basic information about the micro or metro area (hereinafter referred to
as “study region”), including square mileage, population, and the three largest industries in the study region
(Food Services and Drinking Places; Government and Unclassified; Hospitals), as well as the percent of total
employment in the study region these three industries make up (22.77%). The coefficient of specialization
for the study region (35.06) provides a simplistic but useful way of thinking about the specialization (or
diversity) of the area’s economy; in the case of Cumberland, MD-WV, it is less specialized (or more diverse)
than the average micro or metro area fully within Appalachia (37.73).
Table 1, seen below, shows the ten industries that saw the largest employment growth in the study region
from 2005 to 2018. Let’s consider the first industry below: Aerospace Product and Parts Manufacturing. Over
the time period, employment increased by 506 employees. Of this total, 447 of those jobs were due to
region-specific factors (RS)—not trends related to national employment growth or industry-specific
growth—which indicates that the study region has a relative advantage in this industry. Additionally, the
location quotient (LQ) of 8.76 means that this industry is 8.76 times more specialized in the study region
than in the country overall.
Let’s next consider Junior Colleges, Colleges, Universities, and Professional Schools. What does it mean that
employment change is positive (+366) but the regional shift value is negative (-7)? Basically, if employment
in this sector had followed national employment and industry-specific growth trends, the study region
would have seen 373 additional jobs. But due to some regional factors, employment growth was actually
less than that: seven jobs less. Important to note here, however, is the LQ of 4.53, which means the industry
is still much more specialized in the study region than elsewhere in the country. (In fact, it is perhaps
because of this already high specialization of employment in the industry that the industry did not
experience the growth that would have been expected based on national employment growth and
industry-specific trends, though other interpretations exist.)
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Table 2, seen below, shows information related to the the 17 clusters examined as part of this research,
ordered by employment within the study region. In this case, Biomedical/Biotechnical (Life Sciences) was
the cluster accounting for the highest employment in 2018 (6,070). We also see that the cluster became less
specialized in the study region relative to the country as a whole from 2005 to 2018, with its cluster location
quotient (CLQ) dropping from 1.88 to 1.58; still, it remains above the national average of 1.0 (remember: a
CLQ above 1.0 means that a cluster or industry is more specialized in that study region than in the country
as a whole; a CLQ less than 1.0 means the opposite).
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Figure 1, seen below, offers a graphical representation of the CLQ data shown in Table 2, and it also includes
how the CLQ has changed from 2005 to 2018 (in terms of percent). Consider the medium-sized purple
bubble towards the top of the graph: Forest and Wood Products had the highest CLQ in the study region in
2018, at 6.31 times the national average. And since it’s to the right of the vertical line representing zero on
the x-axis, this means the cluster increased in its specialization in the study region from 2005 to 2018, from
4.56 to 6.31, which equates to a 38% increase. The cluster that saw the most growth in its CLQ is the gray
bubble on the far right of the graph: Chemicals and Chemical-Based Products, which saw its CLQ increase
from 0.56 to 1.50, an increase of 168%. Generally, the most interestesting elements of this graph are the
outliers: Which clusters have recently experienced the most significant changes? Which saw fast growth?
Which saw steep declines?
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The results of the CADS analysis—the heart of this research—make their first appearance below in Table 3.
This table identifies the anchor industries for the study region, as well as the clusters they belong to. In the
case of Cumberland, MD-WV, there are six anchor industries across five clusters.

We could discuss at length the process behind identifying these anchor industries—but that is what the
main report is for. (Linked again here.) The table below provides a brief overview of the conditions necessary
for an industry to qualify as an anchor industry. In broad terms, this means the industry is growing faster in
the study region than in the country as a whole, is more specialized in the study region than in the country
as a whole, and makes up a meaningful share of the study region’s total employment.

Table 4 includes some data for each of the study region’s anchor industries, used to support (some of) the
eight conditions noted above.
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Once these anchor industries are identified, supply-chain input-output analysis—basically, a mathematical
process based on known linkages across industries—determines deficits in cluster support industries
throughout the study region. What do we mean by deficits? Consider Table 5 below, which shows us the
difference between (A) the current level of employment in the industry versus (B) the level of employment
that would be required in the industry in order to fully support the study region’s anchor industries. Put
another way: which industries could be strengthened to further support the study region’s anchor
industries? In this example, the largest deficit for Aerospace Product and Parts Manufacturing (the main
anchor industry, i.e., the one with the largest regional supply-chain presence) is Semiconductor and Other
Electronic Component Manufacturing. Based on this analysis, 59 jobs would need to be added in that
industry to fully spport the anchor industry. Of course, as noted previously, relevance here depends upon
local conditions and context, and other conditions for the success of deficit industries will also be important
final decision factors.

This process is repeated for each anchor industry identified in the study region (the number of these varies;
in this example, there are five anchor industries). In subsequent tables, deficits in industries are combined
across all anchor industries. For example, in Table 6 below, we see that if we also consider the deficits
needed to support the second identified anchor industry (i.e., the one with the second largest regional
supply chain presence), Data Processing, Hosting, and Related Services, there is a need for an additional 6
jobs in the Semiconductor and Other Electronic Component Manufacturing industry. This brings the total
deficit in that industry for the study region to 65 jobs.
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So, what next?
Again: it depends. Simply learning about a study region’s industrial make-up—and particularly, the
industries considered anchors—allows for a better understanding of what drives economic activity in that
study region. This better understanding is helpful for any economic development practitioner seeking to
improve conditions in their local communities, even if it doesn’t result in any targeted efforts.
However, it’s also conceivable that information contained in these reports could result in targeted,
meaningful efforts. Economic development practitioners may be able to look at tables above and make
connections between anchor industries and local businesses, which may in turn lead to discussions about
challenges those businesses face—and the ways in which the economic development practitioners may
help better support their communities’ anchor industries. This can encompass both retention and
expansion efforts, with possibilities here including job training programs, industrial recruitment, and
specific infrastructure projects (and lots of other things, too).
Again, while this report is not designed to be prescriptive, when combined with knowledge about local
conditions and context, the findings will prove useful to a wide range of stakeholders—from those simply
seeking a better understanding of the industrial make-up of their community, to those initiating targeted
economic development efforts.
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